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Abstract

Background: High-powered pulsed electric fields (PEF) may be used for tissue debridement and disinfection,
while lower PEF intensities may stimulate beneficial cellular responses for wound healing. We investigated the
dual effects of nonuniform PEF on cellular death and stimulation.
Methods: Dermal fibroblast or keratinocyte monolayers were exposed to PEF induced by two needle electrodes
(2 mm apart). Voltages (100–600 V; 1 Hz; 70 micros pulse width; 90 pulses/cycle) were applied between the
two electrodes. Controls consisted of similar monolayers subjected to a scratch mechanical injury.
Results: Cell growth and closure of the cell-free gap was faster in PEF-treated cell monolayers versus scratched
ones. Media conditioned from cells pre-exposed to PEF, when applied to responder cells, stimulated greater
proliferation than media from scratched monolayers.
Conclusions: PEF treatment causes the release of soluble factors that promote cell growth, and thus may play a
role in the accelerated healing of wounds post PEF.
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Introduction

Pulsed electric fields (PEF) have been utilized for a
large number of biological applications, including food

disinfection, cloning, gene silencing, and drug and other
biomolecule delivery.1–4 It is thought that PEF achieves
nonthermal cell death mainly through rapid alteration of the
resting membrane potential of the target cells, leading to ir-
reversible generation of nanopores (irreversible electro-
poration or IRE) and rupture of the cells.5 In general, PEF
parameter selection for specific applications encompasses
electric field strength, pulse number, duration, frequency, and
polarity.6–8 Recently, health care engineering has explored
this highly interesting biophysical technique for a number of
therapeutic purposes.9,10

Another area where PEF have been explored is for wound
healing and related therapies; for example, PEF-induced IRE
can be a highly effective technique to disinfect burn in-
juries.11,12 It can also assist in the disinfection of antibiotic-
resistant biofilm-forming bacterial colonies to restore the
wound healing process.13 It is postulated that IRE can kill
cells at the injury site without degrading the native ex-

racellular matrix architecture.14 By preserving the native
tissue scaffold, cells can migrate into the injuiry site and may
even lead to scarless wound healing.15–17 Although it has
been proposed that IRE enhances blood flow into the sur-
rounding tissue, the molecular and cellular mechanisms be-
hind improved healing are unclear.18

While a lethal dose of high-intensity pulses is utilized for
massive cellular destruction and as an alternative to surgical
debridement, PEF has also been explored for electrostimula-
tion in wound healing; for example, it has been hypothesized
that PEF may guide stem cells toward injured dermal tis-
sue.19–22 Low-voltage electrostimulation has been found to
alter regenerative gene expression in keratinocytes, and elec-
tric fields have been found23 to enhance migration and influ-
ence directionality of keratinocytes.24 PEF also have been
observed to affect the prolifrtation and differentiation pattern
of hematopoetic stem cells, osteoblasts, and myoblasts.25,26

In most health care applications of PEF, studies only focus
on a single mode of PEF application, either stimulation or
tissue ablation.11,16 Herein, we explored the combined effect
of PEF on cell death and cell growth stimulation in two major
skin cell types (human dermal fibroblasts and keratinocytes).
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The data suggest that PEF results in a dual effect of IRE-
induced cell death and release of soluble factors that stimulate
remaining viable cells.

Materials and Methods

All cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (with 4.5 g/L glucose; Gibco) supplemented with
1% Penicillin–Streptomycin solution (Gibco) and 5% fetal
bovine serum (Gibco) in an incubator at 37�C and in the
presence of 5% CO2 and controlled humidity. Human dermal
fibroblasts (passages 3–5) and keratinocytes (HaCaT cells,
passages 38–42) were used for in vitro cell culture studies.
For cell washing purposes, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
Gibco) was utilized. A BTX extracellular matrix (ECM) 830
(Harvard Apparatus) was utilized for electroporation studies.
High impedance electroporation buffer (from BTX) was used
to prevent short circuits and sparks, and isolate a conduction
path through the cell monolayer.

Experimental setup for PEF application

PEF application was aided by a machined template cover
with guiding holes (1 mm apart) for inserting needle elec-
trodes (600 lm diameter) at specified locations inside indi-
vidual wells of a 24-well plate. (Fig. 1A, B). PEF was applied
by a BTX ECM 830 square wave electroporator.

Cell monolayer recovery after injury by PEF

For this study, 1 · 105 cells/well (fibroblasts or keratino-
cytes), were seeded in 24-well plates and allowed to grow to
confluence for 72 h. Cell culture medium was removed, cells
washed with PBS, and electroporation medium was added to

the well. After PEF treatment, the electroporation medium
was removed, the cells were washed with PBS, and fresh
medium was added. Voltages ranging from 100 to 600 V
were applied between the two electrodes (2 mm apart edge to
edge), while the other PEF parameters (1 Hz; 70 ls pulse
width; 90 pulses per cycle, 1 cycle applied for each sample)
remained constant (Fig. 1C).

Wells were imaged by phase contrast (2 · magnification,
EVOS cell imaging system; Thermo Scientific), before PEF
application, and then at various time points extending up to
120 h post-PEF. Fibroblast controls consisted of monolayers
subjected to a similar-sized mechanical scratch injury (as of
post PEF application in the voltage range 500–600 V) created
using a micropipette tip. Keratinocyte controls also consisted
of mechanical scratch injuries but the area was made to match
the injury area of PEF application (500–600 V) post 24 h, due
to delayed cell death observed in this cell type after PEF. The
studies were run in quadruplicate and monolayer recovery
was monitored daily up to 96 h.

Images were analyzed using ImageJ software to determine
average area and diameter of the cell-free zone (corre-
sponding to the injury). These values were measured and
plotted as mean – standard deviation versus time using Origin
Pro-8 software. To analyze recovery curves, straight lines
were fitted to the curves taking all the regions of the curve
into consideration to obtain the average slope and intercepts.
Slope measurement was conducted from the linear fit of the
area recovery curves. The slope values were plotted using
negative Y-axis for both fibroblasts and keratinocytes as the
original curves had negative slopes due to area shrinkage
from high to low. The slope measurement plots represent the
rate of recovery of the injuries in different voltage applica-
tions with respect to controls. We also measured the

FIG. 1. In vitro customized electrode guiding system designed to fit 24-well plates. (A) Top view of guide covered well
where black holes remain open and the two white holes are the ones used here for needle insertion (needle electrode 600 lm
diameter), with an edge-to-edge distance of 2 mm. (B) Side view of poly acrylic guide with electrodes inserted in two holes
2 mm apart. The bottom of the needle electrodes reaches the level of cellular monolayer through the electroporation media.
(C) Representative PEF waveforms showing pulse width, duration between pulses, and number of pulses (note that pulse
width is not to scale). PEF, pulsed electric fields.
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FIG. 2. Injury recovery of human fibroblast (HFB) monolayers after treatment with 600 V PEF between 2 mm, or after
mechanical scratching (injury control). (A–D) Representative images for PEF-treated monolayers after 0–72 h. (E–H) Re-
presentative images for mechanically injured monolayers after 0–72 h. The initial scratch area was purposely made to be similar
to that due to PEF. Scale bar: 2 mm. Cell monolayer boundaries of the injuries are outlined manually on the individual images.

FIG. 3. Monolayer scratch injury area recovery as a function of time for fibroblasts (HFB). (A) Recovery plots after
applying voltages ranging from 100 to 600 V, 2 mm apart. (B) Recovery plots for two scratch injuries in fibroblast
monolayers compared with the initial injury area post-500–600 V PEF. (C) Comparison of slopes (representing average rate
of healing) obtained from the recovery kinetics of fibroblasts shown in (A, B). (D) Comparison of horizontal intercepts
obtained from recovery kinetics of fibroblasts shown in (A, B). Data are represented as mean – standard deviation, n = 3.
*p p 0.05 and **p p 0.001 with respect to control.
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FIG. 4. Injury recovery of keratinocyte monolayers after treatment with 600 V PEF 2 mm apart, or after mechanical
scratching (injury control). (A–D) Representative images for PEF-treated monolayers after 0–72 h. (E–H) Representative
images for mechanically injured monolayers after 0–72 h. The initial scratch area was purposely made to be similar to the
injury area post 24 h after application of PEF of 500–600 V voltage range. Scale bar: 2 mm. Cell monolayer boundaries of
the injuries are outlined manually on the individual images.

FIG. 5. Monolayer scratch area recovery as a function of time for keratinocytes. (A) Recovery plots after applying
different voltages ranging from 100 to 600 V, 2 mm apart. (B) Recovery plots for two scratch injuries in keratinocyte
monolayers having areas comparable to the injury area 24 h post-PEF (500–600 V). (C) Comparison of slopes (representing
average rate of healing) obtained from the recovery kinetics of fibroblasts at different PEF intensities and two mechanical
scratch controls shown in (A, B). (D) Comparison of horizontal intercepts obtained from recovery kinetics of fibroblasts at
different PEF intensities and two mechanical scratch controls shown in (A, B). Data are represented as mean – standard
deviation, n = 3. *p p 0.05 and **p p 0.001 with respect to the control.
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horizontal (X axis) intercepts of the linear fitted plots of the
area recovery curves, which represent the predicted time of
closure of the injury.

Detection of ECM deposition
post-PEF/mechanical injury

To determine whether PEF-mediated cell removal left
some ECM behind, we electroporated (500 V between 2 mm)
monolayers of both cell types, washed the monolayers thrice
with PBS, and fixed them with 4% paraformaldehyde. He-
matoxylin solution (Thermo Fisher) was added onto the
sample for 5 min and washed with deionized water thrice.
A negative control of mechanical scratch injury was also
treated the same way. Color changes were visualized after
exposing the samples to 1% acid alcohol for 30 s, followed by
staining using Eosin solution (Thermo Fisher) for 2 min, and
a three-time wash with deionized water. The samples were
dehydrated using an ethanol gradient series. The control for
this experiment consisted of cell monolayers killed by ex-
posure to pure deionized water for 1 h and stained by the
protocol mentioned above. All samples were imaged using an
Olympus microscope with a color camera and images were
further processed using ImageJ.

Effect of conditioned media on cells

To collect conditioned media, fibroblasts and keratinocyte
monolayers were exposed to PEF as before using 500 V between
2 mm. After PEF and washing of PEF buffer with PBS three

times, fresh and warm complete medium was added to the
cultures. After 24 h, the conditioned media were collected and
applied onto mechanically scratched monolayers of the same
cell type. Control media samples from cells that were me-
chanically scratched over a similar area using a 200lL micro-
pipette tip (MS) were collected and applied. Additional controls
consisted of spent media samples collected from untreated (UT)
cell monolayers. Thus, the conditioned media study consisted of
six different groups: PEF-fibroblasts to UT fibroblasts, MS-
fibroblasts to UT fibroblasts, UT fibroblasts to UT fibroblasts,
PEF-keratinocytes to UT keratinocytes, MS-keratinocytes to
UT keratinocytes and UT keratinocytes to UT keratinocytes.
The monolayer recovery was monitored at 24, 48, and 72 h.

Statistical analysis and curve fitting

All the results are reported as mean – standard deviation
with sample size n = 3, unless indicated otherwise. Student’s
t-test and analysis of variance were used to evaluate the
significance of differences. At least p p 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Results

Cell monolayer recovery after injury by PEF

The effect of simultaneous cellular ablation and stimula-
tion by a nonuniform electric field was studied by applying
voltages ranging from 100 to 600 V (between 2 mm) DC in
electric pulses of 70 ls duration with a frequency of 1 Hz at a

FIG. 6. Comparative morphology of cell monolayers after PEF-induced injury (500 V, 2 mm apart) or mechanical injury.
Monolayers were fixed and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin. (A) Keratinocyte control monolayer after exposure to
deionized water to lyse cells while keeping ECM on the surface. (B) Keratinocyte monolayer after PEF. (C) Keratinocyte
monolayer after mechanical injury. (D) Fibroblast control monolayer after exposure to deionized water. (E) Fibroblast
monolayer after PEF. (F) Fibroblast monolayer after mechanical injury. Scale bar 50 lm. Inset higher magnification images
provided: scale 20 lm. ECM, extracellular matrix.
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very short distance above monolayers of fibroblasts or kera-
tinocytes. The effect of PEF on the monolayer morphology
was assessed over the course of 96 h.

To determine if this post-PEF behavior resulted from the
application of a simulated mechanical wound to the mono-
layer, a scratch wound of approximately equal size was cre-
ated. Recoveries of individual monolayers of fibroblasts and
keratinocytes to both injury types were compared. In the case
of fibroblasts (Fig. 2), the PEF treated cells (600 V applied
2 mm apart) appeared to repopulate the PEF-induced dead
zone area (Fig. 2A–D) faster than the mechanically injured
cellular monolayer (Fig. 2E–H).

Next, we carried out a voltage dose–response between 100
and 600 V (Fig. 3A). When using fibroblast monolayers, in-
creasing voltage generally led to increased initial injury area,
which then decreased in size as a function of time. The rate of
decrease was fastest initially and then slowed down as the
wound area approached zero at 72–96 h. Controls consisting
of monolayers with initial mechanical scratch areas similar to
that observed with 600 V PEF exhibited a constant rate of
decrease until the wound was nearly closed at 96 h (Fig. 3B).

The slope analysis represents the rate of monolayer re-
covery at different PEF intensities compared with scratch

injury controls. In the case of fibroblasts (Fig. 3C), for 500
and 600 V, where the initial injury area is comparable to the
initial area of mechanical injury controls, the recovery rate
was significantly higher than controls. However, at lower
PEF intensities (100–400 V) the recovery rate was lower
compared with mechanical injury. The horizontal intercept
value provides an estimate of the time of wound closure
(Fig. 3D). The wound closure time between different PEF
voltages did not change significantly, but was much lower
than mechanical injury controls (72–80 vs. >100 h).

Keratinocytes are another predominant skin cell type in-
volved in wound healing. Therefore, we analyzed keratino-
cyte responses to PEF, where comparably sized injuries were
created through PEF (600 V), which were also compared with
mechanically scratched monolayers (Fig. 4). PEF-treated
keratinocyte monolayers increased wound size between 0 and
24 h post-PEF, after which wound size decreased until dis-
appearance. In contrast, mechanical scratch injuries mono-
tonically decreased in size as a function of time. Thus, while
PEF-treated keratinocyte monolayers underwent further
wound opening in the first 24 h, subsequent recovery was
more rapid than mechanically injured controls. When the PEF
and mechanical injury wound area recovery was compared,

FIG. 7. Effect of conditioned media (collected 24 h post PEF application) on recovery of scratch wounds in fibroblast
monolayers. (A–D) Samples exposed to conditioned media from untreated cells. (E–H) Samples exposed to conditioned
media from mechanically scratched cells. (I–L) Samples exposed to conditioned media from containing PEF-treated cells.
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the complete recovery time was observed to be within 72 h for
PEF and >96 h for mechanical injury (Fig. 5A, B).

Next, we quantified the postinjury recovery for voltages
ranging from 100 to 600 V. Except for the lowest intensities
(100 and 200 V), a biphasic response was seen where wound
area initially increased, followed by a decrease at 24 h post-
PEF and beyond (Fig. 5A). The quickest injury recovery was
observed when 500 V was applied (Fig. 5B).

To further compare and clarify the effect of PEF versus
mechanical injury, both the slope and horizontal intercept for
different PEF voltages and mechanical scratch injuries were
calculated after fitting straight lines to the curves obtained
above (Fig. 5C, D).

Similar trends for slope and intercept were also observed for
keratinocytes. However, the rate of recovery around 500–
600 V was much higher compared with the other PEF inten-
sities and mechanical scratch controls (Fig. 5C). The estimated
wound closure times among different PEF voltages did not

vary significantly (Fig. 5D), but were collectively much lower
than mechanical injury controls (70–90 vs. >140 h). Given
these results, 500 V PEF applied 2 mm apart appears to be
optimal for both cell types (recovery rate/slope = 11,200 lm2/h
in fibroblasts and 7000 lm2/h in keratinocytes).

Mechanism analysis for enhanced
cell growth after PEF

We hypothesized that enhanced cell growth post-PEF ap-
plication may be attributed to either remaining ECM as
guiding adherent cues or soluble molecular cues, which may
signal neighboring cell infiltration.27 Thus, PEF-treated
monolayers were stained for ECM deposition, and the post-
PEF-conditioned media were evaluated for its ability to
promote cellular proliferation.

First, we assessed ECM deposition post-PEF or mechanical
injury. For both keratinocytes and fibroblasts, no significant

FIG. 8. Effect of conditioned media from PEF-treated or mechanically scratched cells on scratched responder monolayers.
(A) Wound area recovery as a function of time in the presence of different conditioned media in fibroblasts. (B) Comparison
of slopes (rate) of the recovery plot under influence of different conditioned media (fibroblasts). (C) Comparison of
horizontal intercepts (probable complete recovery time) of the recovery plot under influence of different conditioned media
(fibroblasts) (*p p 0.05 with respect to control [untreated 24 h spent media] and #p p 0.05 with respect to mechanical injury).
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remaining protein was observed (Fig. 6B, E), which was also
the case with mechanical injury (Fig. 6C, F). These results
suggest that nominal to negligible ECM remains post-PEF
indicating that deposited ECM is not likely a major factor in
the recovery of monolayers after PEF treatment. In contrast,
protein deposits were clearly visible after hypotonic lysis
(Fig. 6A, D).

Next, we tested the potential of soluble factors secreted
in conditioned media obtained from cellular monolayers
post-PEF treatment to promote the healing of standard me-
chanically scratched responder cells (both fibroblasts and
keratinocytes). Three different groups were used to generate
conditioned media: (1) intact UT monolayers, (2) mechani-
cally injured monolayers (injury control), and (3) 500 V PEF
injured monolayers. Conditioned media were collected after
24 h incubation and applied onto responded cells of the same
type. In the case of fibroblasts (Fig. 7), it was evident that
recovery of the scratch injury was fastest in PEF-conditioned
media (within 48 h) followed by mechanical injury-
conditioned and UT monolayer-conditioned media.

We quantifed this response by comparing the area of re-
covery versus time for fibroblasts (Fig. 8A), and confirmed
that PEF-conditioned media caused the responder cells to

heal much faster (90% closure within the first 48 h). Fur-
thermore, the slope (Fig. 8B), which reflects the rate of re-
covery, was significantly steeper (*3900 lm2/h) compared
to that for mechanical injury (*2000 lm2/h) and UT mono-
layers (*2600 lm2/h). The horizontal intercept (Fig. 8C),
used to estimate the wound closure time, was also the lowest
for the PEF-conditioned media group.

When a similar experiment was conducted with keratino-
cytes (Fig. 9), PEF-conditioned media were also found to
promote the fastest wound healing response in the responder
cells (Fig. 10B) (PEF: 6000 lm2/h, mechanical injury:
2900 lm2/h and UT monolayer 3500 lm2/h). The estimated
wound closure time was also the shortest with PEF-
conditioned media (Fig. 10C).

Discussion

Our objective was to combine the lethal and stimulatory
effects of PEF upon two major skin cells, dermal fibroblasts,
and keratinocytes. We observed that both fibroblasts and
keratinocytes are affected by strong nonuniform PEF. High-
intensity PEF killed almost all of the cells at the center of the
electrodes leaving an open injury. While rapid cell death was

FIG. 9. Effect of conditioned media (collected 24 h post PEF application) on recovery of scratch wounds in keratinocyte
monolayers. (A–D) Samples exposed to conditioned media from untreated cells. (E–H) Samples exposed to conditioned
media from mechanically scratched cells. (I–L) Samples exposed to conditioned media from containing PEF-treated cells.
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expected to take place in the center, in the area where the PEF
intensity was below the lethal dose, the cells were observed to
infiltrate into the open area more rapidly compared with a
mechanical scratch injury of similar size (Figs. 2 and 4).28

This demonstrates that nonuniform PEF can create a dual
effect of cell death and cell stimulation.26

PEF induces nanopores by altering the cell membrane
potential, which can activate multiple biological pathways.29

PEF is also known to generate reactive oxygen species, which
also work as secondary messengers and can contribute to a
delayed cell death mechanism.30,31 Our current study indi-
cates that there is delayed cell death in keratinocyte mono-
layers, which is followed by rapid recovery post PEF
application. This phenomenon was completely absent in
mechanical injuries. Therefore, application of PEF can affect
both death and growth patterns of fibroblasts and keratino-
cytes, which is critical for wound healing.

Prior studies used high-intensity short-duration PEF as a
means to ablate or kill cells or tissues,18,32,33 or low-intensity
long-duration PEF for tissue stimulation to heal injuries.34,35

Herein, we bridge the gap between these two phenomena. Thus,
nonuniform PEF can potentially be used for injured tissue re-
moval (PEF-mediated debridement) as well as to signal nearby
healthy cells to infiltrate. We determined an optimal applied
voltage (500 V applied 2 mm apart), which increased the
wound closure rate for both cell types we characterized
(fibroblasts and keratinocytes) compared with mechanical
scratch injuries (Fig. 5). However, we observed very different
cell death and regrowth responses between the two cell types.
After PEF, fibroblasts followed a monotonous pattern of
healing with generally linear kinetics of wound closure. The
major impact on fibroblasts of PEF compared with scratch in-
jury was the shorter healing time (Fig. 3). In contrast, imme-
diately after PEF administration to keratinocytes, an injury area
developed, which increased in size over the first 24 h, in a form
of delayed cell death (Figs. 4 and 5). After this phase, the
growth rate of keratinocytes was enhanced drastically. Cell
growth eventually slowed when approaching wound closure.

PEF induces nanopores by altering the cell membrane
potential, which can activate multiple biological pathways.29

FIG. 10. Quantification of the effect of conditioned media (24 h post PEF application) on recovery of scratch wounds in
keratinocyte monolayers. (A) Wound area decreases as a function of time in the presence of different conditioned media.
(B) Comparison of slopes (rate of wound closure) for the different conditioned media. (C) Comparison of X intercepts
(estimated wound closure time) for the different conditioned media. *p p 0.05 and **p p 0.001 with respect to conditioned
media from untreated monolayers, and #p p 0.05 with respect to conditioned media from mechanical injury.
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PEF is also known to generate reactive oxygen species, which
also work as secondary messengers and can contribute to a
delayed cell death mechanism.30,31 These pathways may
explain the differences between PEF and mechanical injuries
in keratinocytes.36 It is, however, unclear why fibroblasts did
not exhibit delayed injury after PEF, an observation which
may warrant further study.

Recently, it has been observed that PEF treatment could
help skin and liver regeneration with little scar tissue for-
mation.15,16,37 Application of PEF (500 V/mm) and higher
number of pulses (1000 pulses) have also been observed to
promote scarless healing and preserve secondary organs of
skin like hair follicles in rodent models.17 While it has been
postulated that PEF kills only cells keeping the tissue ECM
architecture intact leading to less scar formation, the exact
mechanism that controls these processes is not yet well un-
derstood. This in vitro study suggests that leftover ECM is not
the major driving force for rapid recovery post PEF. We
observed little to no sparing of the ECM on the surface after
PEF, as well as mechanical scratch injury (Fig. 6). However,
we observed that soluble factors released into the media may
be more important contributors to the unusual stimulatory
effect of PEF on woud healing in vitro. Furthermore, if we
compare the slopes (rate) for PEF-treated fibroblasts and ker-
atinocytes, we observed a faster recovery rate in keratinocytes
(fibroblasts: 3900 lm2/h and keratinocytes 6000 lm2/h). Thus,
soluble factors present in conditioned media due to PEF
treatment might have a bigger impact on keratinocytes than
fibroblasts. This may explain the faster recovery of PEF-
treated keratinocytes compared with fibroblasts in our studies.

Conclusion

In summary, we observed that nonuniform electric fields
can be useful for cell destruction and cell growth simulta-
neously. Interestingly, the application of PEF may favor
keratinocytes over fibroblasts. Fibroblasts were more prone
to PEF-induced cell death relative to keratinocytes. The re-
covery rates of PEF-induced keratinocytes were also ob-
served to be faster with respect to fibroblasts both in direct
PEF application as well as secondarily, through application
of conditioned media. Further exploration of the application
of PEF to different in vitro models would enable us to better
understand the underlying mechanisms of previously re-
ported improved in vivo wound healing after PEF in skin and
other tissues.16,38
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